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D1 Standard Polyester Labels
For hundreds of tasks around the office or home office, such as filing, storage and asset tracking.

Created specifically for your LabelManager® and LabelWriter® Duo label makers, DYMO D1® labels offer the performance and
variety you need for most labeling jobs in your home or in your office. Offered in a variety of widths and colors, D1® labels are
available in continuous label cassettes so you can create sharp, easy-to-read labels of just about any length.

Zusammenfassung

D1 Standard Polyester Labels
For hundreds of tasks around the office or home office, such as filing, storage and asset tracking.

Created specifically for your LabelManager® and LabelWriter® Duo label makers, DYMO D1® labels offer the performance and variety
you need for most labeling jobs in your home or in your office. Offered in a variety of widths and colors, D1® labels are available in
continuous label cassettes so you can create sharp, easy-to-read labels of just about any length.

DYMO D1 Standard - Black on White - 12mm, Black on white, Polyester, Belgium, -18 - 90 °C, DYMO, LabelManager, LabelWriter 450
DUO

DYMO D1 Standard - Black on White - 12mm. Label colour: Black on white, Material: Polyester, Country of origin: Belgium. Tape width:
1.2 cm, Tape length: 7 m, Package type: Box

 

Merkmale

  

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS)
code

48219090

 

Weight & dimensions

Features

Label colour Black on white
Material Polyester
Country of origin Belgium
Ultraviolet (UV) resistant Y
Water-resistant Y
Temperature range (T-T) -18 - 90 °C
Brand compatibility DYMO
Compatibility LabelManager, LabelWriter 450



Tape width 1.2 cm
Tape length 7 m
Package type Box

 

DUO

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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